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ABSTRACT: At nanoscale length scales, the properties of
particles change rapidly with the slightest change in
dimension. The use of a microfluidic platform enables
precise control of sub-100 nm organic nanoparticles (NPs)
based on polybenzimidazole. Using hydrodynamic flow
focusing, we can control the size and shape of the NPs,
which in turn controls a number of particle material
properties. The anhydrous proton-conducting nature of
the prepared NPs allowed us to make a high-performance
ion exchange membrane for fuel cell applications, and
microfluidic tuning of the NPs allowed us subsequently to
tune the fuel cell performance.

Particles with nanoscale dimensions have long been known
to have properties distinct from their bulk counterparts.1

This opportunity to alter and tune material properties has made
nanoparticles (NPs) a popular research area across a range of
scientific disciplines. Polymeric NPs can be synthesized using
either top-down or bottom-up processing. As bottom-up
processing involves the self-assembly of particles via inter-
molecular forces, it offers the greatest opportunities to tailor the
particle structure and properties.2 However, this is both a
powerful and unruly technique, as it comes with the price of
being much more challenging to control.3

The NP synthesis technique influences the particle
parameters and therefore plays the main role in determining
the potency of the NPs; ideally, it should produce reproducible,
stable, and homogeneous particles.3 In NP synthesis, the
particle size and the size distribution are of great importance.
Considering this, engineers often choose the robust antisolvent
precipitation technique.4 Since this technique is based on
solvent displacement and subsequent polymer precipitation, the
diffusion time at the solvent−nonsolvent interface mainly
determines the particle size. For amphipathic polymers, the
time of aggregation (τagg) also strongly affects the particle size.5

Because τagg is an intrinsic material property, it cannot be
adjusted through microfluidic manipulation. However, the
ef fective time of aggregation can be shortened by having the
time of mixing (τmix) be less than τagg.

6 Therefore, precise
control is required for the diffusion and aggregation process,

but this is very difficult to obtain in bulk syntheses.7

Microfluidics is an excellent solution to this problem, offering
ease of use and control over important variables such as the
mixing time. With fine control over a wide range of mixing
parameters, microfluidics offers unparalleled control of the
reaction process, creating an output of smaller and more
monodisperse particles4 while using very small amounts of
valuable reagents.8,9

Nafion-based fuel cells traditionally require complex
humidification and low-temperature conditions to operate.
On the other hand, polybenzimidazole (PBI) is among the
most compatible polymers for high-temperature, low-humidity
operating conditions in proton exchange membrane fuel cells
(PEMFCs).10 Because of this, scientists have studied composite
fuel cell membranes consisting of Nafion and PBI in an effort to
capture the best properties of both materials.11−14 However,
maximizing the performance of these composite membranes
likely requires precise control of the composite structure, which
has not been achieved until the present work. To optimize the
properties of the composite membrane, we used microfluidics
to synthesize PBI NPs in a range of sizes and shapes and then
combined them with Nafion. Finally, we investigated the
correlation between the PBI NP morphology and their
performance in our composite membrane system.
To control PBI NP precipitation, we used a T-shaped

microfluidic device with three inlets and one outlet, which
creates hydrodynamic focusing in the main microchip channel
(Figure 1a). To ensure stable mixing solely by interfacial
diffusion between the water and polymer flows, maintaining
stability of the flow in the microchannel is of utmost
importance. We used fluorescein sodium (1 mg mL−1 aqueous
solution) as a PBI mimic to demonstrate the focusing ability of
the hydrodynamic flow and to determine the range of stable
flow rates in the hydrodynamic focusing region. As shown in
Figure 1a(ii), the fluorescein stream (0.5 μL min−1) was
hydrodynamically focused by the water streams (10 μL min−1).
The degree of fluorescein stream focusing was tuned by varying
the water flow rate (and therefore the flow ratio) to maintain a
stable flow-focusing region. For the NP precipitation experi-
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ments, the core flow was a PBI solution in N,N-
dimethylacetamide (DMAc), and the focusing flows were
deionized (DI) water [Figure 1a(i)]. Solvent exchange and NP
precipitation took place in the main channel at the interface of
these two inputs [Figure 1a(iii)].
In this work, we investigated nanoprecipitation of PBI for the

first time. PBI is a rodlike polymer that can be rapidly
precipitated in the presence of water molecules. The feed

concentration of PBI was 2 mg mL−1, and as reported
previously, at this concentration PBI chains are in a wormlike
conformation.15 Applied shear forces in the hydrodynamically
focused region can transform them into extended wormlike
chains, while the presence of water molecules can fix the
polymer chains in this state. These characteristics of PBI/
DMAc:water systems allowed us to tune the geometry of the
prepared NPs as well as their size on the nanoscale (Figure 1c).
Moreover, the feed concentration of PBI could be varied to add
an additional controlling parameter [see the Supporting
Information (SI)].
The interfacial mixing time was controlled by changing the

ratio of the water and PBI/DMAc flow rates (in μL min−1)
from 16:0.5 to 0.75:0.15, resulting in τmix values ranging from
2.5 to 23 ms (Figure 2 and eq S1 in the SI).

Changing the mixing time resulted in a change in particle
size. On the basis of dynamic light scattering (DLS) results
obtained using the photon correlation spectrometer at
Brookhaven, the size of the precipitated NPs increased from
74 ± 3 to 105 ± 6 nm as τmix increased from 2.5 to 22.6 ms.
The size of the particles could continue to increase with
increasing τmix as long as τmix < τagg. Since the particles grew
monotonically over the range of tested mixing times, we can
assume that τagg for the PBI chains is longer than 30 ms.
Working in the microfluidic domain where τmix < τagg leads to
NPs that are smaller in size and more homogeneous than the
particles prepared by slow (bulk) mixing.6 Moreover, the
particle size distribution (PSD) of PBI NPs prepared using our
microfluidic system was <0.2, a level of control not possible
with bulk synthesis.
High-resolution transmission electron microscopy

(HRTEM) images (obtained using a Philips CM200-FEG
microscope) of PBI NPs prepared at different flow rates are
shown in Figure 1c. ImageJ software was used to examine the
PBI NPs, and it was found that the NP aspect ratio ranged from
1 (spherical) to 1.7 (elliptical) (Figure 1b).
Altering the microfluidic time of mixing changed not only the

particle size but also the material properties of the NPs. Figure
2 shows the diameter dependence of the glass transition
temperature (Tg) for PBI NPs obtained using differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC). Decreasing the diameter of the
PBI NPs decreased Tg with respect to the Tg value for bulk PBI,
which is ∼698 K. This trend agrees qualitatively with a previous
report for polystyrene NPs.16 The largest PBI NPs (105 nm)
exhibited deviations that can be attributed to the induced

Figure 1. (a) (i) Schematic representation of the T-shaped
microfluidic device used for hydrodynamic flow focusing of a PBI/
DMAc stream using water as a focusing agent. (ii) Image of a
fluorescein sodium stream hydrodynamically focused with water (scale
bar 100 μm). (iii) Nanoprecipitation occurs by solvent exchange
between water and DMAc at the flow interface. (b) PBI hydrodynamic
diameter (based on DLS results) and aspect ratio (based on TEM
results and ImageJ analysis) of the fabricated NPs as functions of flow
ratio. ImageJ-processed TEM images are also shown as insets. (c)
TEM images of PBI NPs synthesized at flow ratios of (i) 0.03, (ii)
0.15, (iii) 0.3, and (iv) 0.1 showing morphological evolution of the
NPs from spherical to elliptical (scale bar 100 nm).

Figure 2. Plots of NP water uptake, glass transition temperature (Tg),
and time of mixing (calculated using eq S1) vs particle size.
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stretching of the polymer that makes the NPs, which gets
locked into the extended wormlike state during NP formation .
At higher flow ratios, as a result of the increased mixing time,
the PBI chains have more time for stretching and transition into
the extended wormlike state.
Additionally, water uptake values of the PBI NPs showed a

decreasing trend with size. Lower free volumes exist because
the PBI chains are more stretched at higher flow ratios. The
water uptake also increased as a result of the increased surface
area/volume ratio of smaller NPs.
In general, Nafion/PBI blends are formed through

membrane casting from DMAc solvent,17 which is not favorable
for ionic phase separation of Nafion.18 Fortunately, PBI NPs
can be dispersed in Nafion-based aqueous solutions. We used a
solvent casting technique from aqueous solution, the best
known technique for preparation of Nafion-based membranes,
to fabricate membranes containing 2.0 wt % PBI NPs.
The effect of the PBI NPs on the physical properties of the

Nafion membrane is also important, as strong electrostatic
interactions can lead to a reduction in the membrane’s free
volume. This was confirmed by gas permeability measurements
using the constant-pressure/variable-volume method. The
room-temperature oxygen/hydrogen permeabilities of pure
Nafion and Nafion/PBI-NPs nanocomposite membranes are
shown in Figure S9 in the SI. Low fuel permeability, which is
highly desirable for PEMFC applications, can be achieved by
incorporation of PBI NPs.
The introduction of nonporous NPs with a sufficient level of

interaction with the matrix leads to lower gas permeability, an
effect enhanced by decreasing the particle size.19 However,
larger NPs with a stretched shape (aspect ratio = 1.7) showed
the lowest gas permeability, which is due to the better
placement of the elliptical NPs in the Nafion microstructure, as
also confirmed by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) results
(Figure S5). As shown in Figure S6, the membrane water
uptake decreased with increasing NP size, similar to the trend
previously discussed for pure PBI NPs. DSC was also used to
characterize the state of the water in a nanocomposite
membrane.20 On the basis of the water swelling measurements
and DSC results, the ratio of bound water to total membrane
water was found to increase at least 50% in the presence of PBI
NPs (Figure S6). In general, the percentage of bound water in
the NP composite membranes decreased as the NP size
increased, except for the Nafion/PBI-NP105 membrane, which
had the highest degree of bound water (∼76%).
To investigate further the capabilities of the fabricated PBI

NPs and their contribution to the Nafion membrane micro-
structure, the proton conductivities of the related membranes
were characterized. These results can be considered as indirect
evidence of the effect of NP aspect ratio on the properties of
the resultant membrane. It is clear that NPs larger than 70 nm
could not enter the ionic nanochannels of Nafion, but they did
contribute in the formation of ion-rich regions, as confirmed by
the creation of an ionomer peak in the SAXS data for the dried
membranes (Figure S5). This morphological evolution inside
the Nafion resulted in an enhancement of the membrane
proton conductivity (Figure 3). As a control, it was shown that
the presence of PBI via common blending with the Nafion
polymer was unable to improve the ionic conductivity of the
Nafion membrane. The membrane gas permeability followed
the same trend as shown in the conductivity results.
Nafion/PBI-NP nanocomposite membranes had higher

anhydrous conductivities in all ranges of temperature (25−

120 °C) and lower activation energies (Ea) compared with pure
Nafion membranes (Figure 3 inset). These improvements in
membrane performance may be due to the creation of new
proton transfer pathways. It seems that elliptical NPs (e.g., 105
nm PBI NPs) are more desirable for forming composites with
Nafion microstructures, a result that agrees with our prior
research on hydroxyapatite NPs.21 The conductivity results
clearly confirmed that the shape of the NPs has a great
influence on the performance of the resultant membranes.
Nafion/PBI-NP105 composite membranes, relative to pure
Nafion membranes, showed an improvement in conductivity of
∼4 orders of magnitude at low temperatures and ∼2 orders of
magnitude at elevated temperatures under anhydrous con-
ditions. The presence of fixed water and ion-rich nanochannels
at the Nafion−PBI interface can result in higher conductivities
at lower relative humidity (RH) and higher temperatures.
Moreover, the benzimidazole groups of PBI can act as an ionic
liquid (IL), supplying ion conduction under water-free
conditions.
The fuel cell performance of the nanocomposite membranes

was evaluated with a laboratory-made single-cell PEMFC under
nonhumidified conditions at 120 °C (Figure 4). Membrane
kinetic parameters can be derived by curve fitting of cell
potential (E) versus current density (I) data.22 We found that
the membrane ohmic resistance (R) was reduced significantly
in the presence of PBI NPs, from 2.31 Ω cm−2 for pure Nafion
to 0.64 Ω cm−2 for Nafion/PBI-NP. This observation revealed
that the addition of PBI NPs decreases the ohmic resistance of
the fuel cell, which indicates the existence of high proton
conductance through the ion exchange membrane. The
reduction in membrane resistance is highly desirable for fuel
cell applications and results from the proton conduction
properties and IL nature of PBI. Because of the enhanced
proton/fuel gas permselectivity of nanocomposites, the open-
circuit voltage under operating conditions increased signifi-
cantly from 748 to 909 mV, which is among the highest
reported values for anhydrous fuel cell operation.23

Under these low-humidity, high-temperature conditions, the
maximum power output (Pmax) for a Nafion/PBI-NP105
membrane was ∼287 mW cm−2, which is ∼3 times higher

Figure 3. Arrhenius plots of the anhydrous proton conductivities of
composite and pure membranes, an indicator of the main transport
properties of the membranes that can control the electrochemical
performance during fuel cell operation. Inset: activation energies for
proton conduction in the membranes obtained from fits of the
Arrhenius data.
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than Pmax for a pure Nafion membrane of the same thickness
(68 mW cm−2). The results of durability performance tests
(results not shown) also confirmed the stability of PBI NPs
after more than 200 h of continuous operation in a PEMFC.
The fuel cell performance degraded by <12%, whereas the
performance degradation for a pure Nafion membrane was
∼20%.
In conclusion, here we have presented a new microfluidic-

based system to tune the parameters of PBI NPs. When applied
to Nafion membranes to create composite fuel cell membranes,
these NPs improved the fuel cell performance significantly. We
have shown that the ability to tune the PBI NP properties
results in the ability to tune the performance of the resultant
fuel cell membranes. Of special note, we discovered that the NP
aspect ratio is extremely important for making a functional ion
exchange nanocomposite. This method for PBI NP tuning can
be extended to the synthesis of other types of tailored (size/
composition/shape) polymeric NPs, especially from liquid-
crystalline polymers, and has the possibility to impact a wide
range of applications.
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Figure 4. (a) Polarization curves and (b) power−current curves for
nonhumidified hydrogen−oxygen single-cell PEMFCs consisting of
pure Nafion and Nafion/PBI-NP composite membranes. The
composite membranes used various PBI NP types at 2.0 wt %. The
inset in (a) shows the membrane ohmic resistance.
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